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Abstract
The Major challenge in the recent face recognition techniques is to deal with pose variations during matching as facial image differences
occurs due to motion/rotation in image, which is very large. The Pose Invariant Face Recognition is still an open area for developers to find
solution. In this paper focus is on PIFR techniques and combined it with other algorithms for enhancing the results. Here we are using the
Harris Corner Detection model along with Image alignment and Image tagging to get front face images. By generalization different tricks to
handle the pose on face images has minimized the pose variation. On evaluating performance of the system, we have also calculate the Euler
angle and their position change and according to it correct the pose variation. The results are in accordance with the expected lines.
Keywords: Multiscale Corner Detection, Neural Network (NN), Image Alignment, Pose Invariant Face Recognition (PIFR), Harris Corner
Detection

1. Introduction
The face recognition has been a wider area to work on the new
techniques due to its applications in all aspects of life. This has
prompted us to find further improvements in the techniques and
approaches suggested in the available literature, which are basically
using either the model-based technique or they are the appearancebased techniques. The output of face recognition is based on some
physical factors like type of lightning conditions, rotation, contrast,
expression etc. On the basis of these factors the input data could to
the system changes considerably. Once the system gets the input, it
starts processing the image using recognition algorithms to identify
the facial features by identifying the landmarks on the input image
to recognize the face with a face saved in its database [2, 3]. Once
the system identifies the landmarks on the subject image using
different algorithms, it starts matching the basic features identified
from the subject image with the images saved in its database to
extract an image which matches with the subject image. Fig 1 shows
basic structure of face detection and face recognition with
identification and variation of faces. Face recognition is based on face
detection as well as extraction process of face from image.
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Fig.1: Face Detection and Recognition with Variation of faces

Face recognition techniques are being used as a mandatory feature
for functioning of their systems. Let's take an example of social
media in which face recognition has become a mandatory part for its
functioning for example There are many apps using face recognition
techniques to provide face modification tools for the users of the
app, many social media apps use face recognition techniques to
identify the person present in the uploaded picture for tagging
purpose which makes it artificially intelligent [40]. Many other
websites use face recognition techniques as its mandatory security
feature and added it as the identification tool for their users. For

example, Apple uses face ID to identify the users of its devices and
added it as a security feature for its devices [7]. Many other agencies
have widened the use of face recognition and uses it as a reliable tool
of their security features for the identification verification services
[10]. Many international airports use face recognition techniques to
identify the travelers face with the biometric and facial data saved in
the database of their citizens to keep the record of all their citizen
who are on board and this process is totally automated which makes
it artificially intelligent and reliable too. As the research in face
recognition going deeper, the systems are becoming more and more
accurate with reliable and accurate results which is also widening its
applications parallel.
2. Proposed Framework Methods
In proposed framework we have considered basic theory and
algorithm ideas of different subsystems used in proposed
coalescence of image alignment and tagging in pose variations of
human faces by Harris corner detection model and its application
for pose-invariant face recognition system [37]. To solve the
problem we have used three basic approaches for Pose Invariant
Face Recognition (PIFR) [19, 20]. These approaches are as follows.
2.1 Image Alignment
Face alignment is a vision technology of computer, which is used to
identify the structure of human face in the digital image
geometrically. By knowing the location and size of the face, it
determines the basic features of the face like nose eyes lips etc. and
it starts adjusting a deformed image iteratively and finally
determines the original image as much as possible and then matches
its characteristics with the images saved in the database of known
faces to extract the image best matching with the input image.
Sometimes we see that the input face in the image is not aligned in
a proper way to detect it as a human face from here the challenge for
face recognition starts when the input image of human face is not
detectable is human face images saved in the database. Fig. 2 shows
the pose changes in 2D and in 3D in which face detection is achieved
with help of image alignment process. Here we take image as input
and detect face then we find fiducial point of the face and wrap it
with pose and template is also used for face detection. With help of
fiducial point we get the 2D and 3D alignment of the image.

get how much more powerful tool it is with more precise matches.
The problem associated with this is the face of the human, which is
a 3-D image, it can move or rotate in all three axis with some
movement limitation [1]. In face pose estimation field, we know
these rotations and movements as roll, pitch and yaw, as shown in
the Figure 4 below:

Fig 2:- Face detection with pose change
Reprint from: ACM computer association for computer
machinery

Fig 4:- Image shows face detection with pose change

Fig 3:- Image alignment procedure
Reprint from: 10.1109/MMUL.2012.4

Now the image alignment techniques come in to picture where the
algorithms detects the traces of human face and start aligning it
iteratively to extract the maximum detailing of human face from the
sun aligned image in the input Side and extracting the most matching
image from the database to the unaligned image object in the input.
Fig 3 shows the image alignment procedure from face detection to
face matching [4]. Despite of many proposals on Image alignment,
all those search methods aren’t able to process the image alignment
and to difficult to get the correct estimate of facial boundaries and
true facial shape with pixel level of accuracy. Image alignment
technology involves optimization of the image where the goal is
matching the input image which is in deformed shape with the
correct images as accurate as possible using the facial features
detection and optimization processes [38]. In this optimization
process of the input image, the accuracy of the system to find out the
accurate image from the database matching with the input image
totally based on the percentage of total number of features matched
in both the images.
2.2 Image Tagging
When an input picture is being processed and the features extracted
from the different processes are ready to be matched with the images
available in the saved database, the system tries to extract the best
matching image with the features of the input image to the system.
Once the system finds the best suited database image with the input
image, it adds a label to the input image with the other information
available with the extracted image from the database. This
information could be his/her name, gender, age, nationality etc.
based on the information available and the programming of your
system. This process is generally called image tagging where system
automatically adds a tag with relevant information with the image.
2.3 Pose Estimation
Face recognition has vast application of deep learning. From phone
unlocking to cameras on Airport, on criminal recognition in public
areas, hi tech security applications etc. When you put together the
facial recognition techniques with pose estimation technology, you

Fig 5:- Pose estimation in 2D and in 3D images.
in x, y and z coordinates having pitch, yaw and roll angles

As we can observe, the main problem with the system to recognize
the input phase and match it with the faces saved in the database, is
that the input image is a 3-D image which has three dimensional
movements in all the three axis. Pose Estimation is a very common
problem in Computer Vision system in which position and
orientation of an object detected. Pose estimation is applied on both
either on 2D images and 3D images. In Fig 5 pose estimation is
divided in two ways 2D pose estimation calculate the location of
body with their pixel value. On the other hand 3D pose estimation
calculate on three plane x, y and z. full body with their pixel
arrangement gives us the final output.
2D Pose Estimation – In this 2D Estimate pose changes in between
(x, y) coordinates of the plane for each angle joint in RGB image.
3D Pose Estimation - In this 3D Estimate pose changes in between
(x, y, z) coordinates of the plane for each angle joint in RGB image.
Application are also support to use pose estimation which includes
gaming in which high pose estimation is calculated, second is
animation in which we are fully depend on pose change calculation
because in animation every object changes their position very fast.
Recognition of activity change also support pose estimation.
3. Overview Pose Invariant Face Recognition
Pose in varying face recognition PIFR is a hot topic of research. Its’
application portfolio is widening up manifolds and increasing.
Basically, the pose invariant face recognition PIFR deals with the
non-ideal input images with different poses which are not easy to be
detected as a perfect face of a human [13, 15].
Challenges to Pose Invariant Face Recognition in 2D and 3D:- In
the recent years, many researchers have work on the large pores face
recognition problem, the popular 2-D image-based method achieved
a great improvement. Still the system has not yet been made perfect
to give hundred percent accurate results. This is because 2-D & 3-D
matching problem [11]. Now the problem arises that how to make a
system with 100% precision which could only take two-dimensional
image of a three-dimensional object. This problem could be
overcome with the help of algorithms.

2. 4. Experimental Result and Discussion
In this Section we explain the proposed system and get the result by
applying the different methods. Face recognition is very useful
application of image analysis. The real challenge for developer to
build a system which is 100 % accurate, fully automatic as well as
overcome all the limitation during implementation. Pose correction
also one of the challenge in the system. Human minds are quite
intelligent to recognize, memories as well as identifies the human
face in every condition. In artificial recognition deal with thousands
of faces in different conditions. The computers having pre decided
memory having fix computational speed.
4.1 Pose correction
Capability to recognize face images with their limitation is very tuff
task in front of the researchers [9]. Pose variation is a task in one of
them. In computational calculation, recognition images of the faces
under varying pose still remain an open research area for the
developer. Face recognition technology is the technology in which
face is to be detected having different positions with different
lightning conditions. Images can be processed either in 2D or in 3D.
They are real images or saved in database. It is are of three type (1)
matching in real view (2) apply transformation on images space (3)
transformation in feature space. Now pose correction with
transformation as well as angles is to be calculated yaw, roll and
pitch value with transformation. Here we have discuss about the
pose of an object with is relatively depend on the position of the
object and camera as well as orientation of the object with respect to
the camera. Pose estimation is the computer vision technique in
which you can change the pose of an object according to the camera
or pose change of camera according to object [5]. Pose estimation
problem solve to find pose of an targeted object according to the
camera used in which location of 3D points of object as well as
image projection in 2D. Fig 6 shows the pose estimation in 2D plane
as well as in 3D plane. Pose estimation is calculated in two ways
with 3D objects with respect to camera.

i. Translation: Translation is the motion of the camera from its
recent position to the new position in 3D location suppose in 3D
plane the previous position of camera was (X, Y, Z) so the new
position in 3D is (X', Y', Z') this moment in position of camera is
called translation. This is also called degree of freedom in 3
directions X, Y or Z. Translation is the vector quantity in which
position changes from (X' - X, Y' - Y, Z' - Z). Translation means
moving of an object and cover some distance either in right or in left
direction in a plane.
ii. Rotation: Rotation is the moment of the camera in three axis
called X, Y and Z. in rotation we get 3 degree of freedom. Rotation
explains in many ways. Euler angles called roll. Pitch and yaw by
3x3 matrix rotation. Rotation is the thing in which axis of the image
is fixed but point of rotation is in degrees from 1 to 360 degree in a

plane. So pose estimation in 3D object calculated the 3 number in
translation and 3 numbers in rotation. Total resultant is 6 numbers.
1. 2D coordinates: Few points from 2D planes with X and Y
coordinates 2D (X, Y), some points from 2D plane suppose we
consider an object as face so in 2D plane we chose corner of the
eyes, nose tip, mouth corner points etc. by using landmark detector
of face called facial landmark detector. These all are the frontal
facial features with corner detection. Here we required nose tip, the
chin, and the left corner of the left eye, the right corner of the right
eye, the left corner of the mouth, and the right corner of the mouth.
2. 3D coordinates: in this location of the object is calculated in 3D
plane of the same location of 2D features facial points. Here first a
fall we need the position of the head as an object. We needs some
arbitrary points like
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tip of the nose : ( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
Chin : ( 0.0, -320.0, -75.0)
Left corner of the left eye : (-220.0f, 175.0f, -130.0)
Right corner of the right eye : ( 220.0, 175.0, -130.0)
Left corner of the mouth : (-180.0, -180.0, -115.0)
Right corner of the mouth : (180.0, -180.0, -115.0)

3. Camera parameters: In this we fully focused on camera location
and focal length of it. Except the image camera location is also
important to calculate the exact position of the object because if the
location of camera is not set then no use to calculate the pose
estimation of an object in image.
Proposed Algorithm for Pose Estimation
In pose estimation algorithm three coordinates are being in
consideration. If we are going back in 1841 first known algorithm
was introduced which is quite useful related to this field. Here we

are consider the object as a face which having various facial features.
In pose calculation estimation we first calculate the translation as
well as rotation that is pose calculation here 3D points of the camera
is also know to us. The 3D points in camera coordinates can be
projected onto the image plane (i.e. system of coordinate of image)
with the help of the intrinsic parameters of the camera (focal length,
optical centre etc.). In fig 7 pose estimation in 3D by using open CV
calculations having world coordinates [38, 39]. In the figure
above, is the camera centre and plane shown in the figure is the
image plane. Here finding the equations of the projection P of the
3D point P onto the image plane. Let’s suppose the location of world
coordinates whose locations are (U, V, W) in 3D plane here rotation
R with 3x3 matrix and translation representation by t with matrix
3x1 vector with world coordinates with camera coordinates also in
consideration. Now calculation of location (X, Y, Z) with point P in
camera coordinates with help of following equation

𝑋
𝑈
𝑌=R 𝑉 +t
𝑍
𝑊

𝑋
𝑈
=𝑌 = [R |t] 𝑉
𝑍
𝑊
1
In expand form the above equation looks like
In linear algebra corresponding sufficient number of points which is
location (X, Y, Z) and (U, V, W), the above linear equation where
rij and (tx, ty, tz) are not known. So the new equation will be
𝑋 𝑟00
𝑌 = 𝑟10
𝑍 𝑟20

𝑟01
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We know (X, Y, Z) only up to an unknown scale, and so simple
linear system is on working. When the face of a human is in picture,
yaw is the angle of moving head of the human from left to right side
that means y- axis rotation, next is pitch that explains moving head
of the moving human face from up to down means x- axis rotation
last is roll the tilt angle means z- axis rotation. Which has been
shown in Fig 8(a). In Fig 8(b) head pose rotation angle shows yaw roll
and pitch angle with their coordinate axis X, Y and Z. and features are
considered accordingly. In Fig 8(c) diagram moment of head
according to estimated angles during pose transformation. In face
recognition moment of head pose estimation in very tedious task
because human face analysis is very easy for human but for
computational calculation it’s very minute calculation. In several
computer vision system head position estimation is calculated as a
first step now face expression, facial feature recognition and many
more estimation is used at the time of pose invariant technology.
Pose estimation is a process to find face orientation for an image
which is either real image, 2D image or 3D image.

approach. In table 1 take twelve images of faces which is the
combination of having different poses left right and front. Represent
the value of pitch, yaw and roll having axis X, Y and Z respectively.
Calculate the value on each plane called as pose angle values.
Compare all the values with all the images and draw graph
accordingly. Which shows the difference in computation calculation
according to pose changes during face recognition.
Table 1: Images with Angle Value
S.
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

face1.Jpg

face2.jpg

face3.jpg

face4.jpg

face5.jpg

7.

8.

9.

face6.jpg

face7.jpg

face8.jpg

face9.jpg

(b)
10.

(c)
Fig 8:- (a) Head position according to yaw roll and pitch angle (b) Position
of head according to head movement angles (c) Moment of head according
to estimated angles during pose transformation.
Source: (a) Reprinted from [1]
Source: (b) Reprinted from [2]
Source: (c) Reprinted from [3]

In this section we summarize our nature inspired techniques for pose
invariant face recognition (PIFR) [32]. The pseudocode of our

Description of
Image

Pose Angle value
Estimated Roll: -

8.023286

Estimated Pitch: -

6.8465953

Estimated Yaw: -

7.1542964

Estimated Roll: -

-1.7462399

Estimated Pitch: -

-1.9606336

Estimated Yaw: -

54.25557

Estimated Roll: -

-1.3936299

Estimated Pitch: -

-23.063553

Estimated Yaw: -

-21.68503

Estimated Roll: -

-3.8294692

Estimated Pitch: -

-12.123642

Estimated Yaw: -

-53.27958

Estimated Roll: -

0.3337736

Estimated Pitch: -

-1.8053052

Estimated Yaw: -

6.

(a)

Image
naming

11.

12.

face10.jpg

face11.jpg

face12.jpg

43.618565

Estimated Roll: -

0.5642315

Estimated Pitch: -

-11.203888

Estimated Yaw: -

-43.178936

Estimated Roll: -

0.70199084

Estimated Pitch: -

-7.5902867

Estimated Yaw: -

-46.741955

Estimated Roll: -

-1.0890148

Estimated Pitch: -

-8.340223

Estimated Yaw: -

-24.8332

Estimated Roll: -

-0.89014566

Estimated Pitch: -

-8.099701

Estimated Yaw: -

33.578068

Estimated Roll: -

-3.7073011

Estimated Pitch: -

-5.659264

Estimated Yaw: -

15.032032

Estimated Roll: -

4.0573435

Estimated Pitch: -

7.9625807

Estimated Yaw: -

46.737907

Estimated Roll: -

1.0820476

Estimated Pitch: -

6.366044

Estimated Yaw: -

11.600706

Approaching the PIFR techniques from graphical representation,
which involves direct and indirect involvement of face changes
computational calculation. In Fig. 9 the values of roll, pitch and yaw

along the value on X, Y and Z axis have been shown, which are
having different poses right pose images, left pose images and front
face images with slight variation: Fig.9 1(a) shows value of Roll
according to pose angles of different images, Fig.9(b) shows value
of Pitch according to pose angles on different images, Fig.9(c)
shows value of Yaw according to pose angles on different images,
and Fig.9(d) explains the combine value of Pitch Yaw and Roll
according to pose angles on different images.

saved database, the system tries to extract the best matching image
with the features of the input image to the system. Once the system
finds the best suited database image with the input image, it adds a
label to the input image with the other information available with the
extracted image from the database.

Fig.9 : (a) Roll value of pose angles of different images (b) Pitch value
of pose angles of different images (c) Yaw value of pose angles of
different images (d) combine value of pose angles of different images

4.2 Experiment test of Face modeling
Recognition of the face in normal conditions is easy by using
Face recognition algorithms, in which face database are used. On
the other hand so many problem faced during face recognition face
challenges like occlusion, lightening problem and pose variation is
also one of them. Ability to recognize face under varying pose is a
unique challenge for computer vision system. In past few decades,
an unsolved problem in front of developer are Pose Invariant Face
Recognition (PIFR). However, PIFR for real world application is
used as passive biometric scientific knowledge for recognition of
contrary subjects. Various methods of face recognition are present
because of non-intrusive benefits of face recognition as a biometric
method. Attention of face recognition is shifted towards PIFR
research because of their growing benefits in this fields. It having
speedy development for different novel approaches. Increment in
PIFR publication in past years tell the story of success and
importance so new insights developed for PIFR. In this section we
are working on input image with their aligned image which covers
all limitation of pose variation.
The above mentioned table and graph shows the value of pose
change in images. In this section pose invariant properties is applied
on images and correct the pose of face image. Applying
transformation and alignment on the images then further calculation
is applied on it. We performed experiment on real datasets images
with different images having different pose angles similarity and
difference is to be calculated and compared it with different poses.
In Fig 10 alignments is to be applied on original image, which is
fetched from query image. We have an image called input image
now from image and recognize a face, which is called original
image. When a pose system getting an original image all the
processing is to be applied on original image. When an input picture
is being processed and the features extracted from the different
processes are ready to be matched with the images available in the

Fig 10:- Samples of image transformation having input images (query
image), according to query image getting original image and alignment is to
be applied on original image finally getting aligned image for further
processing

4.3 Discussion
Based on the data table 2 in which 3D PIFR angles is to be
calculated after calculating the PIFR angle graph 1 is drawn
on the bases of value find on different images. Graph 1 shows
the x, y and z angle value in form of pitch, yaw and roll
respectively. In graph 1(d) combine result of each angle is
represented. Value is generate according to the image is tilt
or move from their front position. This angle is called pose
angle. After calculating it in figure 10 input image is aligned
on the basis of pose angle.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a natural inspired algorithm for
PIFR (Pose Invariant Face Recognition). With relevant results,
which is based on BPSO technique the relevant images have been
considered for pose variation. The non-relevant images have been
labeled by its pose angles in x, y and z axis, which are called yaw
pitch and yaw. Every image having their own values on different
axis compare it and represent it graphically. In next section by
Appling alignment on different images having different poses
images and correct it. Our method is easy to implement, it also
applied on stored pose databases and gives better result. Extensive
experiments on different real as well stored database with 2D/3D
image dis similarity measure have shown the excellence of the
proposed method over different latest approaches.

Abbreviations
PIFR: Pose Invariant Face Recognition
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Figures

Figure 1
Face Detection and Recognition with Variation of faces

Figure 2
Face detection with pose change Reprint from: ACM computer association for computer machinery

Figure 3
Image alignment procedure Reprint from: 10.1109/MMUL.2012.4

Figure 4
Image shows face detection with pose change

Figure 5
Pose estimation in 2D and in 3D images. in x, y and z coordinates having pitch, yaw and roll angles

Figure 6
Images shows with pose estimation in 2D plane as well as in 3D plane

Figure 7
Pose estimation in 3D by using open CV Calculations having world coordinates

Figure 8
(a) Head position according to yaw roll and pitch angle (b) Position of head according to head movement
angles (c) Moment of head according to estimated angles during pose transformation. Source: (a)
Reprinted from [1] Source: (b) Reprinted from [2] Source: (c) Reprinted from [3]

Figure 9
(a) Roll value of pose angles of different images (b) Pitch value of pose angles of different images (c)
Yaw value of pose angles of different images (d) combine value of pose angles of different images

Figure 10
Samples of image transformation having input images (query image), according to query image getting
original image and alignment is to be applied on original image nally getting aligned image for further
processing

